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BABOLAT Backpack Pure Drive

The backpack Pure Drive lets you pack your tennis essentials in  
style, without compromising function. The isothermal insulated  
compartment can fit 3 racquets. And it’s got reflective logos so you’re 
more visible as you commute to the courts.

Not carrying a racquet? The racquet compartment folds down as  
you store your gear in the dedicated apparel, laptop, or accessory  
compartments. This bag also features the new “colour-free” lining, 
which is made of 100% recycled PET and is dye-free, so it’s better for 
the planet.

Characteristics:

•  Maximum protection: insulated compartment and waterproof outer    
 coating to keep your things dry

•  Clear view, seamless, waterproof and vented shoes compartment

•  Removable shoulder straps

•  Lock zip puller to keep the pull tab in position

•  Colour: blue

BABOLAT Backpack Pure Strike

The tennis backpack Pure Strike lets you pack your tennis essentials  
in style, without compromising function. The Isothermal insulated  
compartment can fit 3 racquets. And it’s got reflective logos so you’re 
more visible as you commute to the courts.

Not carrying a racquet? The racquet compartment folds down as  
you store your gear in the dedicated apparel, laptop, or accessory  
compartments.

Characteristics:

•  Reflective logo

•  Insulated compartment for 3 racquets

•  Adaptable - switch from the backpack to the Racquet holder mode  
 when needed

•  Colour: white/red

  640,000 points
Gift code: EMC05

  640,000 points
Gift code: EMC06



BABOLAT Racquet Nadal Junior 25

Do you want to be like Rafa? Babolat have designed the Nadal Junior 
range for young players who dream of treading in Rafa’s footsteps.

Inspired by their idol’s emblematic racquet, the Nadal Junior 25
racquet is suitable for young players between 130 and 140 cm tall.

Characteristics:

•  Head size: 698 cm²

•  Length: 635 mm

•  Weight (unstrung): 240 g

•  Balance (unstrung): 295 mm

•  Composition: aluminium

•  Strung/Unstrung: strung

BABOLAT Racquet Padel Technical Vertuo

The Technical Vertuo that gives both easy power and preciseness in 
attacking shots is perfect for the technical strikers who want to drive 
the game and use both skills and strength to make the difference.

The power of a racquet depends on the player using it. This is a reality 
and that’s why Babolat has used soft materials on this racquet so you 
can benefit the elasticity of the racquet’s surface. You will have an ef-
fortless power that will help you to express the best of your game.

The technical striker has to be decisive in every attacking shots. To 
do so, precision is mandatory. Thanks to its holes pattern adapted to 
its diamond shape, this racquet will make your shots as decisive as a 
surgical strike.

The comfort of play is a key feature at the time of choosing a racquet. 
To make sure you can enjoy playing as often as you want, Babolat de-
veloped this racquet with both softer materials and a lighter weight to 
decrease your arm fatigue and provide more endurance and comfort.

Characteristics:

•  Player typology: technical striker

•  Head shape: diamond

•  Composition: frame - carbon, surface - fiberglass, core - black EVA

•  Weight: 355 g +/- 10 g

•  Thickness: 38 mm

•  Balance type: head heavy

•  Recommended Grip: Syntec Pro

  255,000 points
Gift code: EMC07

  1,180,000 points
Gift code: EMC08



BABOLAT Racquet Pure Strike Junior 26

Inspired by Dominic Thiem’s racquet, Babolat designed the Strike 
Junior for your future champion looking for more control as they learn 
the game. The Strike Junior 26 is recommended for juniors whose 
height is between 135-145 cm.

You fancy playing early, you like taking some risk, either attacking the 
net whenever you can or just keeping the baseline hitting winners. 
Babolat made the Pure Strike 3d generation to suit exactly your game. 
With the extra responsiveness the frame now provides, you will be able 
to take control.

Bn’B Rack Deluxe Rear Bike Carrier

The perfect choice for carrying extra gear securely and in style.

Characteristics:

•  Mounts to sedan and hatchback

•  Built with high strength steel and reinforced plastic

•  UV resistant powder coating finish

•  Stretchable UV resistant bike holders to hold oversized bike frames

•  Folds flat for compact size

•  Safety strap included

Bn’B Rack Universal Rear Bike Carrier

A great ultra-compact and modern rack that can easily carry 3 bikes.

Characteristics:

•  Mounts to sedan, hatchback and SUV

•  Built with high strength steel and reinforced plastic

•  UV resistant powder coating finish

•  Bike holders are adjustable to fit various bike frames

•  Safety strap included

  720,000 points
Gift code: EMC09

  870,000 points
Gift code: EMC10

  1,160,000 points
Gift code: EMC11
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CALLAWAY Driver Big Bertha B21

The Big Bertha B-21 is everything that you would expect from a Big 
Bertha with advanced technologies that make this driver really long, 
forgiving, and easy to hit. What makes it truly extraordinary is that it’s 
Callaway’s first driver that delivers the unique combination of high 
launch, low spin and significant draw bias in a forgiving head shape.  
It’s a new formula for distance, built to take the big miss out of your 
game and to invite you back to the fairway.

And it’s a total ball speed package, with callaway A.I. Designed Flash 
Face SS21, TA-15 Super Strength Materials, and the innovative Jailbreak 
Technology that can help you hit it a long way even if you miss the 
sweet spot.

Characteristics:

•  Golf: club flex regular

•  Hand orientation: right

•  Golf club loft: 15°

•  Material: graphite

•  Dimensions (cm): 121.9 x 15.2 x 15.2

•  Colour: silver

CALLAWAY GBB Epic Driver RH 13.5HT

The GBB Epic Driver represents an epic shift in how the head and face 
behave to enhance power, spearheaded by Callaway’s innovative  
Jailbreak Technology and Exo-Cage/triaxial carbon construction.
Innovative new technology changes how the head and face behave at 
impact to promote more speed across a larger area of the face for  
increased average distance whilst the innovative combination of  
titanium Exo-Cage and triaxial carbon crown (lightest ever in a Callaway 
driver) and sole create unprecedented forgiveness in a high-launch, 
low-spin design.

Any golfer, from scratch players to high handicappers, should find 
more speed, distance and control with the GBB Epic.

Characteristics:

•  Head: Jailbreak Technology

•  Loft: 13.5°

•  Hand: right

•  Shaft: Aldila Synergy 50

•  Shaft flex: regular

•  Year: 2017

  4,090,000 points
Gift code: EMC12

  2,365,000 points
Gift code: EMC13



CALLAWAY Mavrik Max Hybrid 3H

MAVRIK MAX delivers speed-enhancing technologies including A.I. for 
an optimised hybrid face, and a larger body and deeper CG for higher 
MOI that makes MAVRIK MAX hybrids noticeably easy to launch. 

For The Mavrik max hybrids, Callaway used A.I. to design a specialised 
face for each loft of every model to optimise ball speed performance, 
and a high MOI for enhanced launch.

The flash face SS20 constructed from a high-strength steel face works 
with proven Jailbreak Technology and the renowned face cup  
technology to promote exceptionally high ball speed.

From a square-toed shape to a cambered fairway-wood shape, this 
complete hybrid lineup gives Ideal combination of speed, stability and 
cg placement to promote easy launch, long carry and soft landings – 
exactly how a hybrid is expected to perform

Characteristics:

•  Head: Jailbreak Technology

•  Loft: 19°

•  Hand: right

•  Shaft: Project X Catalyst 65

•  Shaft Flex: regular

•  Year: 2020

CALLAWAY Rogue St Max 3FW

Callaway’s industry-leading innovations, including the all-new Tungsten 
Speed Cartridge and new Batwing technology. The new Rogue ST fair-
way woods represent a breakthrough in fairway performance. In fact, 
they’re up to 10 yards longer.

The A.I. designed flash face is engineered for maximum speed with 
exceptional levels of forgiveness. 

The Rogue ST MAX model features a new progressive shape to appeal 
to a wide range of players who want speed, forgiveness, and all-around 
performance.

Characteristics:

•  Club: fairway wood

•  Model: 3W

•  Shaft: MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL TENSEI AV-XLINK BLUE 70g (stiff)

•  Loft: 15º

•  Lie angle: 56º

•  Length: 43.25”

•  Hand: right

  1,985,000 points
Gift code: EMC14

  2,920,000 points
Gift code: EMC15



CALLAWAY Rogue St Max Driver

The new Rogue ST MAX Driver is Callaway’s fastest, most stable driver 
ever. The groundbreaking new Tungsten Speed Cartridge structure 
places up to 26 g low and deep in the driver head. This increases speed 
on off-center hits and provides more forgiveness through high MOI. 
Their patented A.I. designed Jailbreak Speed Frame provides stability 
in the horizontal and torsional direction. Callaway has speed tuned 
the construction, shaping, and positioning to deliver even more speed 
across the face.

As the industry leader in Artificial Intelligence, Callaway added launch 
and spin to ball speed in their optimisation formula, which lowers spin 
on the face, allowing more forgiveness to the driver. The titanium  
unibody construction provides stability and lowers the center of  
gravity, while the proprietary Triaxial Carbon crown and sole allow 
weight saving. This weight is redistributed to increase forgiveness with 
high launch and a slight draw bias.

Characteristics:

•  Head: Jailbreak AI Speed Frame

•  Loft: 10.5°

•  Hand: right

•  Shaft: Mitsubishi Tensei AV Blue 55 Graphite

•  Shaft Flex: regular

•  Year: 2022

  4,570,000 points
Gift code: EMC16



CALLAWAY Rogue St Max Driver Women

Rogue ST Max D is built for golfers who want maximum levels of  
forgiveness from their driver. It’s built for very high MOI, with a reduced 
face progression, and a more upright lie. Internal and external draw 
weighting have also been added, along with a generously stretched 
profile at address for maximum shot shape correction.

The groundbreaking new Tungsten Speed Cartridge structure places 
up to 20 g low and deep in the driver head. This increases speed on 
off-center hits and provides more forgiveness through high MOI.

As the industry leader in Artificial Intelligence, Callaway have added 
launch and spin to ball speed in their optimisation formula, which  
lowers spin on the face, allowing more forgiveness to the driver.  
Callaway’s patented A.I. designed Jailbreak Speed Frame provides 
stability in the horizontal and torsional directions. They’ve speed tuned 
the construction, shaping, and positioning to deliver even more speed 
across the face. 

The titanium unibody construction provides stability and lowers the 
center of gravity, while their proprietary Triaxial Carbon crown and sole 
allow weight saving. This weight is precisely redistributed to increase 
forgiveness with added draw bias.

Characteristics:

•  Head: Jailbreak AI Speed Frame

•  Loft: 12°

•  Hand: right

•  Shaft: Project X cypher black 40 graphite

•  Shaft Flex: women’s flex

•  Year: 2022

CALLAWAY Rogue ST Umbrella 

Wind and rain ready, this double canopy, robust frame design shields 
you from any elements you may face - on or off the course.

Characteristics:

•  Diameter: 64 in

•  Double canopy

•  Colour: black

  4,570,000 points
Gift code: EMC17

  510,000 points
Gift code: EMC18



CALLAWAY Stand Bag Fairway 14 HD Rogue 22

Fairway 14 offers the best of both worlds, combining the organisation 
and size of a cart bag with the portability of a stand bag, and now  
integrates easily with most pushcarts.

Characteristics:

•  14-Way Lowrider* top w/ rubber overmold putter well/ grip  
 blocks (pushcart friendly)

•  Individual full-length dividers

•  Metal zip pulls

•  Alloy towel ring

•  Rugged and durable fabric

•  Cart strap pass-thru

•  Available in a double-strap only

•  Weight: 6 lbs

CANNONDALE Kids’ Bike Quick 24

Fast rolling tires, wide-range gearing and confident, stable handling 
make the Cannondale Quick 24 kids’ bike a seriously high-performance, 
on-road/off-road fun machine.

Characteristics:

•  Handlebar, grips, brake levers, saddle and cranks designed  
 specifically for little cyclists

•  Colour: acid red

CANNONDALE Kids’ Bike Trail 16

With 1-speed simplicity and easy-to-use brakes, the Cannondale Trail 
16 single-speed kids’ bike is a little ripper for building skills and having 
fun, especially once those training wheels are gone.

Characteristics:

•  Colour: electric blue

  2,845,000 points
Gift code: EMC19

  1,910,000 points
Gift code: EMC20

  1,235,000 points
Gift code: EMC21
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CANNONDALE Ryker Adult Mountain Helmet

Extended coverage mountain helmet with peak protection technology 
that uses dual-density EPS foam to reduce weight while maintaining 
the highest industry safety standards

Characteristics:

•  Vent bridges for best-in-class safety and ventilation

•  Multi-molding polycarbonate shell technology bonds the outer shell            
 with the EPS shell for one-piece integrated design

•  20 large flow-through vents control comfort by maintaining airflow  
 through the helmet

•  Heat-sealed moisture wicking pads keeps the sweat under control

•  System integrated micro dial w/ Ergo-fit EVA occipital pad offers a  
 precise fit

•  New comfortable lightweight webbing with cam-lock dividers offers  
 secure adjustment and all-day wearability

•  Removable and adjustable visor

•  Size: small (51-55 cm)

CORNILLEAU Tennis 300X Table

The robust design and stability of the 300X table can be appreciated 
at first sight. But these are not its only advantages. Its playing surface 
offers excellent rebound to delight players at all levels. The 300X table 
is able to adapt to slightly uneven terrain with its adjustable legs, while 
its central locking/release system and two brakes provide a high level 
of safety.

Characteristics:

•  Playing surface resin laminate: 5 mm

•  Coating SOFTMAT

•  Frame height: 50 mm / Aluzinc®

•  Locking system DSI (16 points)

•  Compact technology

•  Leg type (dimensions straight): 38 mm

•  3D adjustable leg pad (diameter: 104 mm)

•  Folding net with adjustable net tension

•  Special outdoor oversized double wheels

•  2 brakes

  870,000 points
Gift code: EMC22

  6,640,000 points
Gift code: EMC23
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GARMIN Watch Venu Sq 2 Music

Made to move with you! From a durable Corning® Gorilla® Glass 3 
lens to the lightweight aluminum bezel and comfortable silicone band, 
this smartwatch was made to keep up with your lifestyle.

Characteristics:

•  Charge less with up to 11 days of battery life in smartwatch mode 
 and up to 26 hours in GPS mode 

•  Bright AMOLED display and optional always-on mode

•  Heart rate and energy monitoring

•  Sleep monitoring and sleep score

•  Stress tracking

•  Health Snapshot™

•  Fitness age and tracking

•  Hydration and respiration tracking

•  Built-in sports apps

•  Preload and create workouts

•  Garmin coach

•  Smart notifications

•  Connect IQ™ Store

•  Water-resistant

  2,580,000 points
Gift code: EMC24

Emcar | GARMIN

GARMIN Watch Vivosmart 5

Take charge of your health! You got this when you need a comfortable 
device that’s with you every step of the way. Vívosmart® 5 becomes 
your go-to, easy-to-use fitness tracker so you can monitor your health 
and stay active from sunup to sundown.

Yes, it tracks your steps, heart rate and energy levels. And yes, Garmin 
made it simple. Bright display and up to 7 days of battery life? Yep, this 
tracker can keep up.

Characteristics:

•  Walk, run, yoga, cycle - break a sweat your way with preloaded sports    
 apps

•  Catch some z’s, then wake to a score based on your sleep quality.  
 Stay connected

•  See texts, calls and notifications from your paired smartphone

•  Connect to your smartphone’s GPS, and track outdoor walks, runs       
 and rides with

•  Colour: black

  1,295,000 points
Gift code: EMC25



GT 2021 Aggressor Comp Bicycle

Explore more of the greatest outdoors with the lightweight Aggressor 
Comp mountain bike, featuring a strong and durable aluminum frame 
for casual, off-road discoveries.

Whatever path you choose, the 80 mm suntour suspension fork 
absorbs bumps and obstacles for a comfy ride on rough terrain. The 
Microshift’s 21-speed thumb tap shifting system offers smooth and 
precise adjustability when pedaling uphill or accelerating on level 
ground, and the Tektro mechanical disc brakes combined with the 
WTB’s knobby tires mean consistent control on a variety of terrain, in 
a variety of weather. While X Guides restrict the cables from bouncing 
around, you’ll find nothing but freedom on the
new adventures ahead.

Characteristics:

•  Wheel size: small ( 27.5 in)

•  Colour: black

  3,955,000 points
Gift code: EMC26
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GT 2021 kids’ Bicycle Grunge 20

The 2021 GT Grunge 20 is a kids bike for the up and coming rider.

This model is starting to get some similar features to adult bikes, with 
an alloy frame designed using the LegitFit system which provides  
better positioning, easier pedaling, and a faster start to your next ride. 
While you’ll also get a range of durable alloy components, such as 
stem, seat post and rims. When your kids are flying around and having 
a great time on their bike, they’ll need to be able to stop at any  
moment. For this reason it is equipped with coaster brakes, for the 
perfect amount of braking power for the little ones, so that they can  
be kept safe and sound.

This bike offers reliability, durability and good looks in one package, 
perfect for a younger rider.

Characteristics:

•  Colour: blue

  1,215,000 points
Gift code: EMC27



GT 2021 Kids’ Bicycle Siren 20

Even our kids’ bikes are built right from the ground up - perfectly 
proportioned lightweight alloy frame, easy-riding low-slung design, and 
handling that makes every ride a breeze.

Characteristics:

•  Durable 1 pc cranks

•  All-terrain tyres

•  2 pc bars

•  1 numberplate FTW

•  Colour: pink

GT 2022 Bicycle Aggressor Expert

Take it to the park, practice your skids, cruise the commute or take 
it out into the wilderness, the GT Aggressor Expert is a versatile little 
offering. With an off-road friendly geometry and a lightweight alloy 
frame, it’s perfect for everyday recreational use.

At the heart of the Aggressor Expert is a completely re-designed alloy 
frame which is teamed up with an updated triple triangle frame with 
floating stays for welcome extra comfort. Packed with performance 
features, the Aggressor is kitted out with SR Suntour XCM-DS fork,  
Shimano Altus/Tourney drivetrain and Mech Disc 160/160mm rotors.

  1,215,000 points
Gift code: EMC28

  4,745,000 points
Gift code: EMC29



SALOMON Bags Sense Pro 5 Set

Every second counts and comfort and convenience make all the  
difference in a trail marathon or shorter outing. That’s why the  
minimalist SENSE PRO 5 is ultra-comfortable with no friction points  
and a really precise fit. With instant access to your trail essentials,  
you can push on further and faster.

Characteristics:

•  Golden Trail series

•  Back length: 38 cm

•  Reference size: M

•  Volume: 5 L

•  Weight: 144 g

•  Weight including accessories: 227 g

•  Colour: autumn black

•  Hydration solution included with soft flask

•  Volume scale: 0-5 L

•  Back body: 100% polyester

•  Back insert: 89% polyamide, 11% elastane

•  Body insert: 88% polyamide, 12% elastane

•  Body: 87% polyamide, 13% elastane

WELLPUT Mat

The 4 m Wellputt mat features a patented design with a rolling  
quality renowned as the leading scientifically accurate reproduction of 
a real-life green.

As you train your putting on this mat, you develop muscle memory of 
the perfect stroke with the correct aim and the right touch, an ideal 
recipe for rolling the rock like a pro! 

Wellputt app for iOS & Android available.

Characteristics:

•  Length: 4 m

•  Width: 5 cm

•  Colour: green

  1,085,000 points
Gift code: EMC30

  1,370,000 points
Gift code: EMC31
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